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PLAN

‣ Petit résumé de nucléosynthèse primordiale, introduction au 
“problème du lithium” 

‣  Une possible solution nucléaire ? Réponse négative ! 

‣ Un regard de plus près à l’ astrophysique :  
Mesure du Lithium “primordial”& processus d’altération possibles 

‣ Solution exotiques en physique des particules : anciennes 
difficultés et dernières nouvelles



BBN IN FOUR STEPS
T>> 1 MeV: initial conditions dictated by NSE & input parameters.

T~ 1 MeV: p ↔ n freeze-out (weak physics… 4He yield tracks n/p)
(departure from isospin equilibrium)

T~ 0.1 MeV Deuterium bottleneck opens (late, due to high entropy per baryon!)
0.1~T~ 0.01 MeV nuclear reactions take place.

(departure from NSE equilibrium)

Despite availability of high-T,  
BBN starts late and ends soon! 
(inefficient combustion, leaving 
fragile nuclear ashes behind)



A BBN SUMMARY
BBN is an overconstrained theory: all 
relevant observables depend only on the 
baryon to photon number density ratio η.

CMB provides an independent measurement 
of η~6x10-10, hence BBN is parameter-free (a 
single nuclide determination suffices to test 
cosmology, wonderfully provided by D/H)

Only “disturbing feature”, 7Li disagreement

Depending on the range of η , one of two 
reactions dominate production (turns out 
that we should be talking of a 7Be problem!)

4He + 3H ! � + 7Li
EC

Destruction always dominated by 
7Li + p ! 4He + 4He

7Li + p $ 7Be + n 4He + 3He ! � + 7Be

together with the isospin-equilibrium react.



RELEVANT REACTIONS WELL KNOWNNuclear Reaction Network for Primordial Nucleosynthesis 39

Figure 17. The S factor data and fit of the 7Be + n ↔ p + 7Li reaction.

for the rate and the uncertainties. Note that despite of the few data set available, the

Koeler data [131] fix the overall scale error to the ≃ 2.1% level, thus making this process

quite accurately known for the purpose of BBN studies. The statistical error is of the

order of 0.7%.

3.4.9. Reaction αhe3γ: 4He + 3He ↔ γ + 7Be .

It is the dominant channel for direct 7Be production and, in the (relatively) high-η
Universe suggested by WMAP data, practically all 7Li synthesis is controlled by this

reaction. Its importance for the prediction of the solar neutrino spectra has motivated

several theoretical and experimental efforts in the past years to obtain a better estimate

of the cross section. A constant plus a decreasing exponential times a polynomial

was used to fit its non-resonant S factor, and the data used are [134]-[141], where

the data in [137] were renormalized by a factor 1.4 to correct for the Helium gas density.
Our regression method estimates an error of less than 3%, mainly dominated by the

scale uncertainty. Both the value of the reduced χ2, χ2
ν = 2.1, and the high average

renormalization we find from the fit, of the order of 20%, in agreement with the majority

of the quoted errors, strongly suggest to undergo a new measurement campaign, to finally

establish both the shape and the scale of this process at a few percent accuracy level.

Of course the solar neutrino predictions would benefit of this new data, too.

3.4.10. Reaction li7pα: 7Li + p ↔ 4He + 4He .

This is the main process destroying 7Li during the BBN. The data used in our

analysis are the ones quoted in [142]-[146]. A self-consistent correction for the screening

7Li + p $ 7Be + n

4He + 3He ! � + 7Be
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Figure 18. The S factor fit and data for the 4He + 3He ↔ γ + 7Be reaction.

Figure 19. The data and fit for the S factor of the 7Li + p ↔ 4He + 4He reaction.

potential was also performed, whose effect is particularly significant for the low-energy

data of Engstler et al [145, 146]. Our estimate for the overall error is of the order of 2%
in the relevant temperature range, while ε ∼ 0.01.

3.4.11. Reaction αdγ: 4He + 2H ↔ γ + 6Li .

Even if it is a weak electric quadrupole transition, this reaction is important as

7Li/H ⇠ 5.4⇥ 10�10R0.96
⌧↵ R�0.71

Lipn

Wrt these reaction, scaling established

No room for errors of a factor 4 or more!

Are we missing some other relevant reaction?

 P. D. Serpico et al.   “Nuclear reaction network for primordial 
nucleosynthesis: A detailed analysis of rates, uncertainties and 

light nuclei yields,”   JCAP 0412, 010 (2004)

Over the past 10-15 years, the completeness and 
error budget have been extensively reviewed, by 
several independent groups. E.g.



…DOES NOT SEEM TO BE THE CASE
Even assuming order of magnitude uncertainty in poorly known secondary nuclear 

reactions, no room for nuclear resolution according to the analysis in 

 C.Angulo et al.,
“The 7Be(d,p)2 4He cross section at big bang energies and 

the primordial 7Li abundances,''
  ApJ 630, L105 (2005) [astro-ph/0508454].

 P. D. Serpico et al.   “Nuclear reaction network for primordial nucleosynthesis: A Detailed 
analysis of rates, uncertainties and light nuclei yields,”   JCAP 0412, 010 (2004)

Some hope? 2 orders of magnitude uncertainty in poorly 
measured 7Be(d,p)2 4He claimed a possible way out:

 A. Coc et al.  ApJ 600, 544 (2004)
4
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Fig. 4.— Astrophysical S factor of the 7Be(d,p)8Be reaction.
Open circles: data from Kavanagh (1960); filled circles: present
data including contributions from the ground and first excited
states of 8Be only; filled triangles: total S-factor derived from the
present experiment. The vertical error bars are the total error. The
horizontal dotted bars indicate the energy range covered at each
data point. The Gamow window for a typical BBN temperature
T=0.8 GK is also shown.

extracted from observations depends drastically on the
assumed surface temperature of the star (Fields et al.
(2005)). Recent observations (Ryan et al. 2000) have
lead to Li/H = (1.23+0.68

−0.32) × 10−10 which is very
close to the first evaluation (Spite & Spite 1982). The
more recent work studied and quantified the various
sources of uncertainty: extrapolation, stellar depletion
and stellar atmosphere parameters. Compared to the
WMAP+BBN value, the discrepancy is a factor of ∼ 3.4.
If it is shown that there is a mechanism by which the
outer layers of Population II stars are transported deep
into the stellar interior, then there are several ways in
which Li abundances might be depleted over the life-
time of the star. In this context, the current esti-
mates for possible depletion factors may be in the range
∼ 0.2−0.4 dex (Pinsonneault et al. 2002; Richard et al.
2004; Vauclair & Charbonnel 1998). However, the data
typically show negligible intrinsic spread in the Li abun-
dance leading to the conclusion that depletion in these
stars is of the order of 0.1 dex.

Recently, Melendez & Ramirez (2004) have obtained
a higher value for the Li plateau abundance (2.34×10−10)

due to a new effective temperature scale which is higher
at low metallicity. This new evaluation diminishes the
discrepancy, without canceling it. The observation of
6Li is also of interest, since, because it is more frag-
ile than 7Li, it can provide yet more severe constraints
upon possible depletion mechanisms (Lambert 2004;
Rollinde et al. 2005). Finally, in spite of the various
uncertainties related to Li observations and to the stel-
lar models, it is very difficult to reconcile the BBN 7Li
and the Spite plateau which presents a narrow dispersion
all along the metallicity scale.

4. conclusions

The existence of the Spite plateau for Li seems to indi-
cate that low metallicity halo stars are indeed representa-
tive of the primordial BBN abundance. In particular, the
isotope 7Li plays a key role as a bridge between Big Bang
Nucleosynthesis, stellar evolution and galactic cosmic-
ray nucleosynthesis. At present there is a significant
discrepancy between the BBN-predicted 7Li abundance
(assuming a baryon density consistent with the concor-
dance model derived from observations of anisotropies
in the microwave background) and the abundance deter-
mined from the observations of Li in the atmospheres of
halo stars. The experiment reported here demonstrates
that the 7Be(d,p)2α S-factor at BBN energies was not
underestimated by Parker (1972) but, on the contrary,
overestimated. The discrepancy cannot therefore be re-
solved by nuclear physics inputs to BBN calculations.
The remaining conventional options (those not invoking
physics beyond the Standard Model) are an adjustment
of the stellar input parameters needed to extract the Li
abundances from observations, or stellar depletion of 7Li.
However, models must be constructed to avoid disper-
sion in the 7Li abundances over a wide range of stellar
parameters, which is a real challenge. The origin of the
discrepancy in the Li abundance remains a challenging
issue.
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eventually this possibility was experimentally ruled out

Solution either astrophysical, or due to new particle physics/cosmology



“PRIMORDIAL LITHIUM”?
Main problem

Warm (5700 K<T<6500 K) metal poor 
dwarf stars in the halo

“metallicity plateau” found, means it’s 
primordial?

Observe systems with little chemical processing Correct for chemical evolution?

We cannot observe primordial abundances: 
Stars easily burn Li, but other processes pre-galactic or galactic 

(CR Spallation, ν process in SNae, novae…) could have increased it

Spite & Spite ‘82



“PRIMORDIAL LITHIUM”?
Main problem

Warm (5700 K<T<6500 K) metal poor 
dwarf stars in the halo

“metallicity plateau” found, means it’s 
primordial?

Observe systems with little chemical processing Correct for chemical evolution?

We cannot observe primordial abundances: 
Stars easily burn Li, but other processes pre-galactic or galactic 

(CR Spallation, ν process in SNae, novae…) could have increased it

A factor ~4 
problem?

[Fe/H<-2] Caveat...

[Spite & Spite ‘10]

Spite & Spite ‘82



“PRIMORDIAL LITHIUM”? (CONT’D)
Anomalous dispersion around the average 
& trend with metallicity established!!

Melendez et al., A&A Letters, 515 (2010) L3 
[arXiv:1005.2944]

e.g. Sbordone et al.  A&A 522 (2010) A26
[arXiv:1003.4510]

“Our results imply that the Li abundances 
observed in Li plateau stars have been depleted 
from their original values and therefore do not 
represent the primordial Li abundance.”

J. Meléndez et al.: Li depletion in Spite plateau stars 3

Fig. 2. Li abundances vs. Teff for our sample stars in different
metallicity ranges. A typical error bar is shown.

We measured the EW of the Li feature at 6707.8 Å us-
ing UVES+VLT, HIRES+Keck and FIES+NOT high-resolution
spectra, from which we obtain typical errors in EW of 0.7 mÅ,
which includes uncertainties in continuum placement. We com-
plemented our measurements with data from the literature (B05;
A06; B07; S07; Asplund & Meléndez 2008, hereafter AM08;
S10). An important improvement with respect to our previous
work is that now we select stars with errors in EW below 5%
(typically ∼ 2-3%), instead of the 10% limit adopted in MR04.
The only exceptions are the cool dwarfs HD64090 and BD+38
4955, which are severely depleted in Li and have EW errors of
8% and 10%, respectively, and the very metal-poor stars (B07)
BPS CS29518-0020 (5.2%) and BPS CS29518-0043 (6.4%),
which were kept due to their low metallicity.

The main sources of error are the uncertainties in equivalent
widths and Teff, which in our work have typical values of only
2.3% and 50 K, implying abundance errors of 0.010 dex and
0.034 dex, respectively, and a total error in ALi of ∼ 0.035 dex.
This low error in ALi is confirmed by the star-to-star scatter of the
Li plateau stars, which have similar low values (e.g. σ = 0.036
dex for [Fe/H]< −2.5, see below). Our Li abundances and stellar
parameters are given in Table 1 (online material).

4. Discussion
4.1. The Teff cutoff of the Spite plateau

Despite the fact that Li depletion depends on mass (e.g.
Pinsonneault et al. 1992), this variable has been ignored by most
previous studies. Usually a cutoff in Teff is imposed to exclude
severely Li-depleted stars in the Spite plateau, with a wide range
of adopted cutoffs, such as 5500 K (Spite & Spite 1982), 5700 K
(B05), 6000 K (MR04; S07) and ∼6100 K for stars with [Fe/H]
< −2.5 (Hosford et al. 2009).

At a given mass, the Teff of metal-poor stars has a strong
metallicity-dependence (e.g. Demarque et al. 2004). As shown
in Figs. 11-12 of M06, the Teff of turnoff stars increases for de-
creasing metallicities. Hence, a metallicity-independent cutoff in
Teff may be an inadequate way to exclude low-mass Li-depleted
stars from the Spite plateau. As show in Fig. 2, where ALi in dif-
ferent metallicity bins is shown as a function of Teff , stars with
lower Teff in a given metallicity regime are typically the stars
with the lowest Li abundances, an effect that can be seen even
in the sample stars with the lowest metallicities ([Fe/H] ∼ −3).
This is ultimately so because the coolest stars are typically the

Fig. 3. Li abundances for stars with Teff > 5700 K (open circles),
> 6100 K (filled squares), > 6350 K (filled triangles) and ≥ 5850
- 180×[Fe/H] (stars). In the bottom panel stars above the cut-
off in Teff fall into two flat plateaus with σ=0.04 and 0.05 dex
for [Fe/H] < −2.5 (dotted line) and [Fe/H] ≥ −2.5 (solid line),
respectively.

least massive, and therefore have been more depleted in Li (see
Sect. 4.3).

In Fig. 3 we show the Li abundance for cutoffs = 5700 K
(open circles), 6100 K (filled squares) and 6350 K (filled trian-
gles). Using a hotter cutoff is useful to eliminate the most Li-
depleted stars at low metallicities, but it removes from the Spite
plateau stars with [Fe/H] > -2. Imposing a hotter Teff cutoff at
low metallicities and a cooler cutoff at high metallicities elim-
inates the most Li-depleted stars at low metallicities, but keeps
the most metal-rich stars in the Spite plateau. We propose such
a metallicity-dependent cutoff below.

4.2. Two flat Spite plateaus

Giving the shortcomings of a constant Teff cutoff, we propose an
empirical cutoff of Teff = 5850 - 180×[Fe/H]. The stars above
this cutoff are shown as stars in the bottom panel of Fig. 3.
Our empirical cutoff excludes only the most severely Li-depleted
stars, i.e., the stars that remain in the Spite plateau may still be
affected by depletion. The less Li-depleted stars in the bottom
panel of Fig. 3 show two well-defined groups separated at [Fe/H]
∼ −2.5 (as shown below, this break represents a real discontinu-
ity), which have essentially zero slopes (within the error bars)
and very low star-to-star scatter in their Li abundances. The first
group has −2.5 ≤ [Fe/H] < −1.0 and <ALi>1 = 2.272 (σ=0.051)
dex and a slope of 0.018±0.026, i.e., flat within the uncertainties.
The second group is more metal poor ([Fe/H] < −2.5) and has
<ALi>2 = 2.184 dex (σ = 0.036) dex. The slope of this second
group is also zero (−0.008±0.037). Adopting a more conserva-
tive exponential cutoff obtained from Y2 isochrones (Demarque
et al. 2004), which for a 0.79 M⊙ star can be fit by Teff = 6698
−2173 × e[Fe/H]/1.021, we would also recover a flat Spite plateau,

L. Sbordone et al.: The metal-poor end of the Spite plateau 17

Fig. 15. A unified view of A(Li) vs. [Fe/H] from some studies for which
a common temperature scale can be assumed. Blue circles, Asplund et
al. (2006) data, red triangles, Aoki et al. (2009) data, magenta squares,
CS 22876–032 from González Hernández et al. (2008), filled symbol
primary star, open symbol secondary star. Black diamonds, this work,
BA temperature scale. Dot-dashed gray line, best linear fit to Asplund
et al. (2006) data, continuous dark gray line, best fit to our data. Typical
error bars for our data are displayed.

three works)8. The best linear fit to our data is shown as a dark
gray solid line, while the best fit to Asplund et al. (2006) data
(A(Li)=2.409+ 0.103[Fe/H]) is shown by a dot-dashed gray line.
The Asplund et al. (2006) Li abundances are increased here by
0.04 dex to account for the known offset already mentioned in
Sect. 7.6, and their metallicty is decreased by 0.2 dex to corre-
spond to the metallicity-scale offset detected by Bonifacio et al.
(2007). It is now even more evident that the Spite plateau does
not exist anymore at the lowest metallicity, and is replaced by an
increased spread of abundances, apparently covering a roughly
triangular region ending quite sharply at the plateau level. This
region appears here to be populated in a remarkably even man-
ner; at any probed metallicity some star remains at, or very close
to, the Spite plateau level, but many do not. The rather different
slopes of the best-fit relations in Asplund et al. (2006) and in
this work appear to be the obvious consequence of fitting two
subsamples covering different metallicity regimes. This could
provide also an explanation for the numerous claims, starting
from Ryan et al. (1999), of a thin, but tilted Spite plateau. From
this view, the difference was produced simply because the tail of
these samples had been falling in the low-metallicity “overde-
pletion zone” as we have been able to discern more clearly.

We are not aware of any theoretical explanation of this be-
havior. After the measurements of the fluctuations of the CMB
made it clear that there is a “cosmological lithium problem”, i.e.,
the Li predicted by SBBN and the measured baryonic density is
too high with respect to the Spite plateau (by about 0.6 dex for
our sample), there have been many theoretical attempts to pro-
vide Li-depletion mechanisms that would reduce the primordial
Li to the Spite plateau value in a uniform way. Our observations
now place anadditional constraint on these models – below a
metallicity of about [Fe/H] = −2.5, they should cause a disper-
sion in Li abundances and an overall lowering of A(Li).

If Li depletion from the WMAP-prescribed level were
to happen in the stellar envelopes of very metal-poor stars,

8 González Hernández et al. (2008) derived Teff from photometry and
isochrones, but a cross-check with Hα profiles computed in 1D with
Barklem et al. (2000a) broadening confirmed the result.

the mechanism would have to be remarkably metallicity in-
sensitive to account for the thin, flat plateau observed be-
tween [Fe/H]=−2.5 and −1. And yet, the same phenomenon
must become sharply metallicity sensitive around and below
[Fe/H]=−2.5, i.e., precisely where metallicity effects on the at-
mospheric structure are expected to become vanishing small.

We are tempted to imagine that two different mechanisms
may need to be invoked to explain the production of the Spite
plateau for stars with [Fe/H] > −2.5, and of the low-metallicity
dispersion for stars with [Fe/H] < −2.5. One could envision such
a two-step process as follows:

1. Metal-poor halo stars are always formed at the Spite plateau
level, regardless of their metallicity.Whether the plateau rep-
resents the cosmological Li abundance or is the result of
some primordial uniform depletion taking place before the
star formation phase is immaterial in this context.

2. A second phenomenon, possibly related to atmospheric dif-
fusion, becomes active around [Fe/H]=−2.5 and below, de-
pleting Li further in the atmosphere of EMP stars. This phe-
nomenon, aside from the metallicity sensitivity, would ex-
hibit different star-to-star efficiency, being possibly depen-
dent on additional parameters, such as stellar rotation or Teff .
Its efficiency must in any case be higher for more metal-poor
stars.

In this scenario, the “primordial” plateau would be preserved
above [Fe/H]∼ −2.5, but below that metallicity, a systematic
“leakage” of stars towards lower A(Li) would take place, more
effectively for more metal-poor stars, but naturally scattered due
to the sensitivity to parameters other than [Fe/H]. This scheme
would have a number of advantages. First of all, it would natu-
rally explain our observations, “mimicking” a slope in A(Li) ver-
sus [Fe/H], but with increased scatter at low [Fe/H]. It would also
explain why, while the scatter in A(Li) increases at low metallic-
ities, not a single star in this metallicity regime has been found
to lie above the Spite plateau level. It would then be consistent
with a small number of stars remaining close to the plateau at
any metallicity (e.g., CS 22876–032 A, González Hernández et
al., 2008, filled magenta square in Fig. 15); in these objects,
the depletion process would be somehow inhibited. Finally, at-
tributing the extra depletion to atmospheric diffusion / settling
would not require a physical “conspiracy” capable of producing
exactly the same depletion level regardless of metallicity, stel-
lar rotation, gravity, or effective temperature, as is often invoked
when diffusion is used to explain the Spite plateau.

The nature of what we refer to above as the “second phe-
nomenon”, the one responsible for the departures from the Spite
plateau below [Fe/H] = −2.5, is perhaps the most intriguing.
Above, we have proposed some kind of photospheric settling
mechanism, but one could as well envision a chemical evolution
scenario, on the basis of some gas pre-processing with Li deple-
tion (à la Piau et al. 2006) – while it may not be able to account
for the entire WMAP-Spite plateau discrepancy, this mechanism
could easily account for the mild (0.2-0.4 dex) departure from
the plateau observed at lower metallicities. Moreover, this mech-
anism would naturally produce a spread of abundances as a con-
sequence of the local level of gas pre-processing.

There are hints that the recently discovered ultra-faint dwarf
galaxies (uFdg) might have been the source of the bulk of the
EMP stars now found in the halo of the Milky Way (Tolstoy et
al., 2009, and references therein). If this were indeed the case, a
sizeable fraction of our sample could have formed in uFdg sys-
tems, possibly more so for the most metal-poor objects. It has
been suggested (Komiya et al., 2009) that the paucity of stars

(cross is typical error size)



SO, WHY THE “PLATEAU”?

 1. MW Halo stars did not form “unpolluted primordial gas” (Astration,  Piau et al 2006).

 Troubles with ω Cen, likely from captured dwarf, showing same Li (1008.1817)?

2. Universal early or pre-galactic synthesis (pop-III, flares, etc.)
Main issue is: why not other element ‘anomalies’? Energetics required? CS 22876 binary?

3. in situ Depletion (via diffusion/turbulence): appears likely but in most cases one has 
to fine tune “effective parameters” to get a “quasi-plateau”

safe conclusion is that some post-primordial processing is at play; no simple 
astrophysical model universally accepted; it is still possible to interpret “the 

envelope” of the observed plateau values as primordial, which would be 
differ by a factor ~4 from predictions.

some hypotheses discussed



A RECENT DEVELOPMENT

X. Fu, A. Bressan, P. Molaro, P. Marigo “Lithium evolution in metal-poor stars: from pre-
main sequence to the Spite plateau” MNRAS 452, 3256–3265 (2015) [1506.05993]

✦ Primordial 7Li all destroyed in early (pre-MS) phase, during 2H burning. 

✦ If stars form in an environment with residual gas available (depends on 
metallicity range!) accretion restores part of the 7Li 

✦ Process stops when the star enters MS phase, its UV photons heat up the 
gas and wipe it away in a wind (auto-regulation responsible for the plateau) 

✦ Too cool stars (=large convective region) destroy newly accreted one; warm 
ones (=thin convective region) preserve it (T range where plateau observed)

Promising, but yet to include more realistic effects like rotation, find “predictive” confirmation…

propose the following possible scenario (sketch/personal summary):



WHAT IF DUE TO PARTICLE PHYSICS?
 Surprisingly enough, not easy to cook up a recipe to solve it! Why?

1. Solutions via annihilations/decays of exotic particle (cascades in the early universe) 
usually face the difficulty to alter only 7Li while saving the agreement of other nuclei.  

2.Those which manage to do so, usually require some mild “fine-tuning”, in order to 
work (usually dictated by nuclear physics, more later)  

3.  Even so, more often then not they violate other cosmological bounds (e.g. lead to 
too large CMB spectral distortions) and/or involve fine-tuned effects of multiple 
interactions (strong, e.m., weak).

Some recent developments (that solve at least 1 and 3, albeit not 2)

• Revisit the treatment of electromagnetic cascades leading to non-thermal BBN via 
photodisintegrations. Loophole found in the “standard physics” treatment, could 
resurrect solutions thought ineffective! 
V. Poulin and PDS, Phys. Rev. Lett. 114,  9, 091101 (2015)

• Invoke one (or more) light particles, interacting via a new force                                    
A. Goudelis, M. Pospelov and J. Pradler, Phys. Rev. Lett. 116, 21, 211303 (2016)
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RECAP OF STANDARD LORE
� �th ! e+e�

e �th ! e �

Basic processes (in a 
high-entropy, radiation 
dominated background) 

At threshold for P.P., Ee~Ethresh/2 and the corresponding maximal IC photon energy EX~Ethresh/3

Below EX, number of particles fixed by the number of e “available” (no more multiplication 
possible) and the Thomson-limit result Eγ∝Ee

2 implies a scale-invariant spectrum goes as Eγ-3/2

Above EX and below the effective cutoff imposed by P.P., the energy of particles in the cascade 
is conserved (E2dN/dE~ const), hence spectrum  E-2

On physical grounds we expect Ecutoff ~ # me2/T Detailed simulations (for cosmo) yield #~1/20

Particle multiplication
and energy redistribution
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 M. Kawasaki and T. Moroi,
“Electromagnetic cascade in the early universe and its application to the big bang nucleosynthesis,” 
ApJ 452, 506 (1995)  [astro-ph/9412055].



AN UNEXPLORED CORNER...
M. Kawasaki and T. Moroi, 

ApJ 452, 506 (1995) 
[astro-ph/9412055]

All cases simulated inject Eγ >> Ecutoff 
But this is a theoretical bias
(new physics must be “at high scale”)  
not a physical necessity!

What if Epd <Eγ < Ecutoff, i.e. pair 
production is not operational but 
above threshold for photodisint.? 

Previous theory inapplicable!

This situation is physically possible at 
times after the end of standard BBN 

(~10 keV), which we focused on

Photo-disintegration energies Epd 

for light nuclei range 
from ~1.6 MeV of 7Be to 

O(20) MeV for 4He

Ecutoff(T=100 eV)~120 MeV 
Ecutoff(T=1 keV)~12 MeV



SOLUTION FOR THE NEW REGIME
Need to account for
remaining processes 
kinematically allowed

� + �th ! � + �
� +N ! e± +N
� + e±th ! � + e±

Assuming all interactions are catastrophic, the relevant Boltzmann equation writes 

�f�(E�)

�t
⇥ ���(E� , T (t))f�(E� , T (t)) + S(E� , t)

fS
� (E� , t) =

S(E� , t)

��(E� , t)

S(E� , t) =
n0
��X(1 + z(t))3 e�t/⇥X

E0⇥X
p�(E� , t)where for a decaying particle

whose stationary solution is
(Hubble expansion is much slower than 

all these particle physics interaction 
rates, but can be accounted for)

photon-photon scattering

Bethe-Heitler pair production

Compton scattering
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ITERATIVE SOLUTION

S(E� , t) � S(E� , t) +

Z 1

E�

dxK�(E� , x, t)f�(x , t)

Exact at high-E, need to account for re-injection for the lower energy

‣ At lower energies, also some 
effect due to up-scattered thermal
photons by non-thermal electrons
produced by 1st-generation photons 
(“tertiary” component)

‣ The method converges quickly
(<10% errors with 4 iterations)
 and can be generalized to fully
account for the coupled eq. for 
the electrons



PROOF OF PRINCIPLE
‣ Inject γ’s with E>1.6 MeV (7Be photodis. threshold, 7Be=dominant progenitor of 7Li into 
which it eventually decays) & E<2.2 MeV (2H photodis. threshold, next to most fragile nuclide)
‣ By construction, this does not perturb all other nuclear yields, one can adjust normalization 
to deplete by a factor 3-4. The solution is analytical:

ln

✓
Y7Be(zi)

Y7Be(zf )

◆
=

Z zi

zf

dz0
n0
��X ⇥⇥(E0) c e

�1
2H0

r�X (z0+1)2

E0H0
r ⇤X�(E0, z0)
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‣ Inject γ’s with E>1.6 MeV (7Be photodis. threshold, 7Be=dominant progenitor of 7Li into 
which it eventually decays) & E<2.2 MeV (2H photodis. threshold, next to most fragile nuclide)
‣ By construction, this does not perturb all other nuclear yields, one can adjust normalization 
to deplete by a factor 3-4. The solution is analytical:

Entropy 
difference 

bound

Current CMB 
distortion bound

forecast CMB 
distortion 

sensitivity PIXIE

solution 
computed with 

“naive spectrum”
fails to pass other 

constraints

“correct” solution
has still allowed 
parameter space
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ACTUAL (SIMPLE) MODEL
Maybe proof of principle too idealized, can it be realized in actual models? It can, for 
parameters that pass both cosmological and laboratory bounds! 
Below, results for sterile ν, ~4 MeV mass (+-20%) mixing mostly with νμ and/or ντ
Branching ratios for decay~ 1:0.1:0.01 in 3ν : νe+e- : νγ

Obviously, we do not  
claim that this is the solution. 
We just stress that relatively 

simple models (naively 
discarded as badly ineffective) 

can do the job

If using “universal” spectrum, 
this type of simple models 

known to fail, see

H. Ishida, M. Kusakabe and H.Okada,
 PRD 90,  8, 083519 (2014)



NEW LIGHT PARTICLES & NEW FORCES?

A. Goudelis, M. Pospelov and J. Pradler, Phys. Rev. Lett. 116, 21, 211303 (2016)
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FIG. 3. Temperature evolution of elemental abundances, with
BBN modified by R2, initiated by X with ⌧X = 103 s and
nX
nb

�Dv = 5⇥ 10�32 cm2. The temporary increase in n leads

to the suppression of 7Be but does not a↵ect (D/H)BBN. The
dotted lines correspond to the prediction of standard BBN.

the 7Li overproduction problem are

R1: (nX/nb)⇥ �
Be

v ' (1� 2)⇥ 10�31 cm2, or

R2: (nX/nb)⇥ �
D

v ' (3� 7)⇥ 10�31 cm2. (3)

The observational constraints in Fig. 2 are 2.45⇥10�5 
D/H  3⇥ 10�5 (lower limit nominal 2� from [3]; upper
limit conservative) and Yp � 0.24; also shown is the un-
labeled D/H contour 10�5. The e↵ect of the “borrowed”
neutrons resulting from R2 is shown in Fig. 3.
The absorption rates in (3), determined for ⌧X on the

order of 103 seconds, are comparable to the Hubble rate
during 7Be synthesis as should be expected from the NP-
modified BBN scenarios that achieve a factor of O(few)
reduction of the beryllium abundance. Short X lifetimes,
⌧X ⌧ 104s, have the additional benefit of reducing the
sensitivity to visible decays of X to �� or e+e�, as BBN
is largely insensitive to electromagnetic energy injections
at early times (see, e.g. [18]). Similar solutions can be
found in Scenario B, where ⌧Xp should be chosen in a
similar range, while the R1/R2 reaction rates will receive
an additional temperature dependence due to the redshift
of EX . A full scan of the viable parameter space will be
presented in a more detailed publication [19].
Model realization: couplings, cross sections, abun-

dance. The respective ranges (2) and (3) for the abun-
dances and reaction rates suggest a typical size for the
R1 and/or R2 cross sections. If we choose X-particles
of ⇠ 5 MeV mass (or energy) to contribute 1% of the
photon energy density at T = 50 keV, we arrive at
�
abs

v ⇠ 10�38 cm2. This is much smaller than the typi-
cal (⇠mbn) range for photonuclear reactions, and much
larger than typical weak scale cross sections ⇠ G2

F (EX)2.
Yet, the lifetimes of X particles are commensurate with

�-decay lifetimes, implying very small couplings to elec-
trons, photons and neutrinos. It is then clear that only
selected particle physics models can simultaneously ac-
count for (2), (3) and ⌧X ⇠ 103s.
A variety of models involving light, weakly interact-

ing particles have been extensively studied in recent
years [20], including axions, axion-like particles (ALPs),
and “dark” vectors. The MeV-mass range has been inde-
pendently motivated as an ideal range for the force car-
rier that mediates dark matter self-interactions [21, 22],
as well as its interactions with the SM. Here we provide
“proof of existence” of models that satisfy the require-
ments on ⌧X , �

abs

and nX derived from our BBN analy-
sis.
If X is massive (Scenario A), its decay to leptons will

scale as �e+e� / mXg2e/(4⇡). Given a lifetime of 103s,
the coupling to electrons would have to be smaller than
ge ⇠< 10�12. At the same time, the coupling gN to nucle-
ons will have to be much larger, pointing to “leptopho-
bic” models of light particles. Models with “dark pho-
tons” [20] would hence not provide viable solutions, while
models based on gauged baryon number U(1)B [23, 24]
would have to be tuned to suppress the loop-induced
couplings to leptons. Models based on so-called axion-
like particles represent a better candidate, and below we
outline their main features. We consider a model where
the X particle is an ALP a which interacts mainly with
down-type quarks. To avoid strong constraints from the
flavour-violatingK and B meson decays, mediated by the
top-W loop, the coupling to up-type quarks is assumed
to be suppressed. We note in passing that such con-
struction can be UV-completed by using multiple Higgs
bosons and an interaction HuHd exp{ia/fa}, that gives
fd � fu when hHui � hHdi. Going from the quark-
ALP to the meson/nucleon-ALP interaction, we obtain
the most important interactions with neutrons, protons
and pions.

Laq =
@µa

fd
d̄�µ�5d =)

La⇡N =
@µa

fd


f⇡@µ⇡

0 +
4

3
n̄�µ�5n� 1

3
p̄�µ�5p

�
. (4)

We have used a naive quark model estimate for the spin
content of the nucleons, and f⇡ = 93 MeV. The ki-
netic mixing of the two scalars results in a small ad-
mixture of ⇡0 to an on-shell a, with the mixing angle
✓ = (f⇡/fd)⇥ (m2

a/m
2

⇡), and induces the decay a ! ��.

Upon appropriate rescaling, �a
�� ' ✓2

⇣
ma
m⇡

⌘
3

�⇡0

�� , which

gives the lifetime in the right ballpark for fd ⇠TeV and
ma ⇠ 5 MeV. The coupling of a to the �µ�5 nucleon
current leads to the nonrelativistic Hamiltonian propor-
tional to nucleon helicities. To estimate the absorption
cross sections we follow the method of [25] that relates the
ALP absorption to the photoelectric e↵ect in the dipole
(E1) approximation. Assuming a very simple model of
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We point out that the cosmological abundance of 7Li can be reduced down to observed values if
during its formation Big Bang Nucleosynthesis is modified by the presence of light electrically neutral
particles X that have substantial interactions with nucleons. We find that the lithium problem can
be solved without a↵ecting the precisely measured abundances of deuterium and helium if the
following conditions are satisfied: the mass (energy) and lifetimes of such particles are bounded by
1.6 MeV  mX(EX)  20 MeV and few 100 s . ⌧X . 104 s, and the abundance times the absorption
cross section by either deuterium or 7Be are comparable to the Hubble rate, nX�absv ⇠ H, at
the time of 7Be formation. We include X-initiated reactions into the primordial nucleosynthesis
framework, observe that it leads to a substantial reduction of the freeze-out abundances of 7Li+7Be,
and find specific model realizations of this scenario. Concentrating on the axion-like-particle case,
X = a, we show that all these conditions can be satisifed if the coupling to d-quarks is in the range
of f�1

d ⇠ TeV�1, which can be probed at intensity frontier experiments.

Introduction. Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) is a
cornerstone of modern cosmology [1, 2]. Its success
rests on the agreement among the observationally in-
ferred and predicted primordial values for the deuterium
and helium abundances. In particular, the latest mea-
surements of the deuterium abundance, (D/H)

obs

=
(2.53 ± 0.04) ⇥ 10�5 [3], are in remarkable accord with
BBN predictions under standard cosmological assump-
tions, and using the baryon-to-photon ratio—precisely
measured via the anisotropies in the cosmic microwave
background (CMB) [4]—as an input. However, the BBN
success is not complete: the predicted value of the lithium
abundance [2], (7Li/H)

BBN

= (4.68 ± 0.67) ⇥ 10�10,
is significantly higher, by a factor of ⇠ (2 � 5), than
the value inferred from the atmospheres of PopII stars,
(7Li/H)

obs

= (1.6± 0.3)⇥ 10�10 [5]. What prevents this
discrepancy, known as the cosmological lithium problem,
from becoming a full-blown crisis for cosmology is the
questionable interpretation of (7Li/H)

obs

as being the
truly primordial value, unaltered by subsequent astro-
physical evolution. Indeed, several astrophysical mech-
anisms of how the reduction of lithium may have come
about have been proposed (see, e.g. [6, 7]), none of which
resolve the problem completely. Thus, New Physics (NP)
scenarios, such as modifications of standard BBN, can
be entertained as solutions to this long-standing discrep-
ancy.

The (over)abundance of lithium is ultimately related
to the excessive production of the 7Be isotope, that
radiatively decays to 7Li during the post-BBN evolu-
tion. Its reduction occurs at T ⇠> 25keV via the se-
quence of neutron capture in the 7Be(n, p)7Li reaction,
followed by 7Li(p,↵)4He. For a while, NP scenarios
supplying extra neutrons, thereby reducing the 7Li+7Be
abundance [8–10], were considered to be attractive so-
lutions to the lithium problem. However, in light of
the latest (D/H) measurements [3], any such solution

is strongly disfavored [11, 12] as extra neutrons lead to
the overproduction of deuterium, quite generically re-
sulting in (D/H)

BBN

> 3 ⇥ 10�5, far from the allowed
range. This excludes a variety of models with late de-
cays of electroweak-scale particles, including many super-
symmetric scenarios. Nevertheless, isolated cases of NP
models, typically involving sub-GeV particles, can reduce
lithium while keeping deuterium and helium consistent
with observations [13, 14]. We also note that BBN cat-
alyzed by the presence of negatively charged weak-scale
particles [15–17] still has potential for reducing the 7Be
abundance.

X

7Be (D) 4He (p)

3He (n)

FIG. 1. Spallation of a nucleus due to absorption of a bosonic
state X.

In this Letter we suggest a new mechanism for se-
lectively reducing the lithium abundance, while keep-
ing other BBN predictions intact. 7Be is formed in
the narrow temperature range from 60 to 40 keV, after
deuterium- and during 3He-formation, in a rather slow,
sub-Hubble rate reaction 3He(↵, �)7Be. This is why its
abundance is very small, (7Be/3He) ⌧ 1, and it con-
trasts with other nuclear reactions responsible for 4He,
3He, D, which remain very fast in that temperature win-
dow. Therefore, if BBN is modified by a new light and
meta-stable neutral particle X that has direct interac-
tions with nucleons and can react as in Fig. 1, either

with 7Be or deuterium (or both) via

R1 : 7Be(X,↵)3He; R2 : D(X, p)n (1)

at T ⇠ 50 keV, then one should expect that the 7Be
(and consequently the observed 7Li) abundance will be
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New metastable particle, X, with lifetime ~103 s, 
sufficiently light not to disrupt He (mX~5 MeV), 
sufficiently abundant/interacting with 7Be and D via
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FIG. 3. Temperature evolution of elemental abundances, with
BBN modified by R2, initiated by X with ⌧X = 103 s and
nX
nb

�Dv = 5⇥ 10�32 cm2. The temporary increase in n leads

to the suppression of 7Be but does not a↵ect (D/H)BBN. The
dotted lines correspond to the prediction of standard BBN.

the 7Li overproduction problem are

R1: (nX/nb)⇥ �
Be

v ' (1� 2)⇥ 10�31 cm2, or

R2: (nX/nb)⇥ �
D

v ' (3� 7)⇥ 10�31 cm2. (3)

The observational constraints in Fig. 2 are 2.45⇥10�5 
D/H  3⇥ 10�5 (lower limit nominal 2� from [3]; upper
limit conservative) and Yp � 0.24; also shown is the un-
labeled D/H contour 10�5. The e↵ect of the “borrowed”
neutrons resulting from R2 is shown in Fig. 3.

The absorption rates in (3), determined for ⌧X on the
order of 103 seconds, are comparable to the Hubble rate
during 7Be synthesis as should be expected from the NP-
modified BBN scenarios that achieve a factor of O(few)
reduction of the beryllium abundance. Short X lifetimes,
⌧X ⌧ 104s, have the additional benefit of reducing the
sensitivity to visible decays of X to �� or e+e�, as BBN
is largely insensitive to electromagnetic energy injections
at early times (see, e.g. [18]). Similar solutions can be
found in Scenario B, where ⌧Xp should be chosen in a
similar range, while the R1/R2 reaction rates will receive
an additional temperature dependence due to the redshift
of EX . A full scan of the viable parameter space will be
presented in a more detailed publication [19].

Model realization: couplings, cross sections, abun-

dance. The respective ranges (2) and (3) for the abun-
dances and reaction rates suggest a typical size for the
R1 and/or R2 cross sections. If we choose X-particles
of ⇠ 5 MeV mass (or energy) to contribute 1% of the
photon energy density at T = 50 keV, we arrive at
�
abs

v ⇠ 10�38 cm2. This is much smaller than the typi-
cal (⇠mbn) range for photonuclear reactions, and much
larger than typical weak scale cross sections ⇠ G2

F (EX)2.
Yet, the lifetimes of X particles are commensurate with

�-decay lifetimes, implying very small couplings to elec-
trons, photons and neutrinos. It is then clear that only
selected particle physics models can simultaneously ac-
count for (2), (3) and ⌧X ⇠ 103s.
A variety of models involving light, weakly interact-

ing particles have been extensively studied in recent
years [20], including axions, axion-like particles (ALPs),
and “dark” vectors. The MeV-mass range has been inde-
pendently motivated as an ideal range for the force car-
rier that mediates dark matter self-interactions [21, 22],
as well as its interactions with the SM. Here we provide
“proof of existence” of models that satisfy the require-
ments on ⌧X , �

abs

and nX derived from our BBN analy-
sis.
If X is massive (Scenario A), its decay to leptons will

scale as �e+e� / mXg2e/(4⇡). Given a lifetime of 103s,
the coupling to electrons would have to be smaller than
ge ⇠< 10�12. At the same time, the coupling gN to nucle-
ons will have to be much larger, pointing to “leptopho-
bic” models of light particles. Models with “dark pho-
tons” [20] would hence not provide viable solutions, while
models based on gauged baryon number U(1)B [23, 24]
would have to be tuned to suppress the loop-induced
couplings to leptons. Models based on so-called axion-
like particles represent a better candidate, and below we
outline their main features. We consider a model where
the X particle is an ALP a which interacts mainly with
down-type quarks. To avoid strong constraints from the
flavour-violatingK and B meson decays, mediated by the
top-W loop, the coupling to up-type quarks is assumed
to be suppressed. We note in passing that such con-
struction can be UV-completed by using multiple Higgs
bosons and an interaction HuHd exp{ia/fa}, that gives
fd � fu when hHui � hHdi. Going from the quark-
ALP to the meson/nucleon-ALP interaction, we obtain
the most important interactions with neutrons, protons
and pions.

Laq =
@µa

fd
d̄�µ�5d =)

La⇡N =
@µa

fd


f⇡@µ⇡

0 +
4

3
n̄�µ�5n� 1

3
p̄�µ�5p

�
. (4)

We have used a naive quark model estimate for the spin
content of the nucleons, and f⇡ = 93 MeV. The ki-
netic mixing of the two scalars results in a small ad-
mixture of ⇡0 to an on-shell a, with the mixing angle
✓ = (f⇡/fd)⇥ (m2

a/m
2

⇡), and induces the decay a ! ��.

Upon appropriate rescaling, �a
�� ' ✓2

⇣
ma
m⇡

⌘
3

�⇡0

�� , which

gives the lifetime in the right ballpark for fd ⇠TeV and
ma ⇠ 5 MeV. The coupling of a to the �µ�5 nucleon
current leads to the nonrelativistic Hamiltonian propor-
tional to nucleon helicities. To estimate the absorption
cross sections we follow the method of [25] that relates the
ALP absorption to the photoelectric e↵ect in the dipole
(E1) approximation. Assuming a very simple model of

Actual model: e.g. axion-like particle coupled 
mostly with d-quarks in a multiple Higgs 
scenario (fd~TeV scale)

can do the job in a sufficiently wide parameter space!

2

reduced. Most importantly, if reactions R1 and R2 oc-
cur relatively early, T > 10 keV, and the energy carried
by the X particle is below the 4He binding energy, the
helium and deuterium abundance will not be altered in
a significant way, as neutrons generated in R2 will be in-
corporated back to deuterium via the process p(n, �)D
that remains faster than neutron decay down to temper-
atures of T ⇠ 10 keV. Note that X cannot be a light
Standard Model particle; non-thermal photons at these
temperatures are quickly degraded in energy below nu-
clear binding thresholds, and neutrinos have too small an
interaction rate.

In the remainder of this paper, we show that these
qualitative expectations are supported by detailed BBN
calculations. We determine the required properties of X,
provide concrete particle physics realizations, and point
out experimental avenues to test the proposed scenarios.

New light metastable particles during BBN. Light,
very weakly coupled particles X can selectively a↵ect
BBN processes if their number density is large, but their
energy density remains subdominant to that of photons.
Therefore, as a guideline, we shall assume that their num-
ber density during BBN satisfies the bound

nb ⇠< nX <
T

EX
⇥ n� , (2)

where EX is the energy carried by these particles (and
EX = mX for the non-relativistic case). Since the respec-
tive baryon and photon number densities nb and n� are
widely di↵erent, nb/n� = 6.1⇥ 10�10 [4], the abundance
of nX (2) can vary in a rather large range. We distin-
guish two di↵erent scenarios. Scenario A assumes that
X is non-relativistic, with mass in the range from 1.6 to
20 MeV, and it participates in the reactions (1) before
decaying either to Standard Model (SM) radiation, or to
a beyond-SM radiation species. Scenario B assumes that
there is an inert, almost non-interacting neutral progeni-
tor particle Xp that decays to (nearly) massless states X
which participate in the nuclear reactions before being
red-shifted below nuclear reaction thresholds. For the
two-body decay, Xp ! XX, the mass Xp must lie in the
range from 3.2 to 40 MeV, and the mass of X should be
less than ⇠ 1 eV (to avoid hot dark matter constraints.)
The upper mass bound in both scenarios ensures that
4He is not directly a↵ected by X-induced splitting.

We modify our BBN code [18] to include the e↵ects
of X particles. In the following we expose the relevant
physics by using Scenario A for which we add the param-
eters {mX , ⌧X , nX/nb,�Be

v,�
D

v} to the code, where nX

stands for the initial (un-decayed) abundance of X and
�
Be

v,�
D

v are the respective reaction cross sections for
(1). We assume that they are dominated by the s-wave
of initial particles, for which they become temperature-
independent parameters. The reactions with A = 3 el-
ements, e.g. 3He(X, p)D, are generically less important
and, in the interest of concision, we avoid them alto-
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FIG. 2. The contours of light element abundances as a func-
tion of the two reaction rates R1 and R2 in Scenario A, for
⌧X � tBBN (top panel), and ⌧X = 103s (lower panel); �D is
constant along the dotted lines. Inside the shaded regions,
the lithium problem is solved.

gether by taking 2.2 MeV < mX < 5.5 MeV. We note
in passing, though, that mX > 5MeV may be benefi-
cial since 7Be(X, p)6Li opens as an additional depleting
channel. Note that the assumed small couplings of X
and large abundances (2) make the reverse reactions, e.g.
n(p,X)D, negligible.

The results of our calculations are presented in Fig. 2.
The dark shaded regions correspond to reaction rates
that reduce lithium to the range 7Li/H = (1�2)⇥10�10

without a↵ecting other elements. In the top panel, the
lifetime of X is taken to be large with respect to the
cosmic time at BBN and, consequently, the late reaction
R2 reduces the deuterium abundance too much, unless
�
Be

> 10�
D

. Such a hierarchy of cross sections would
require additional tuning of the properties of X. In con-
trast, lifetimes around 103 seconds (lower panel) allow
for a generic solution to the lithium problem, without
altering deuterium beyond the observational bounds. In
the vertical part of the shaded band, corresponding to
small values of �D, 7Be is directly depleted via R1, while
in the diagonal part �

Be

is small and 7Be reduction is
achieved via neutrons generated through R2. Note that
contrary to models of decaying weak-scale particles these
are not extra neutrons, but borrowed ones, that return
to deuterium via the fast reaction p(n, �)D. Thus for
⌧X ⇠ 103 s, the preferred R1 or R2 reaction rates solving

Key trick: you allow D destruction at the same time, 
but provided it stops by t~103 s (X decay), neutrons 

are recaptured, and reform D!



CONCLUSIONS
‣ The long-standing Lithium problem appears to be due either to astrophysical or 
particle physics/cosmological causes, not to lack of nuclear physics data/theory.

‣ In the former possibility, the goal is to have testable models that possibly offer 
dynamical arguments for the Spite & Spite plateau. 

‣ Particle physics solutions have not come easy, either.  New developments seem to 
offer unexpected hope either from better treatment of  standard model processes at 
low scales or from new physics (with light degrees of freedom).

‣ There may be room for an interplay with nuclear physics. E.g. 

Merci pour votre attention!
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7Be as a bound state of nonrelativistic 3He and 4He and
D as a bound state of n and p, and neglecting nuclear
spin forces, we arrive at the following estimate for the
relation between the R1 and R2 cross sections and those
of the 7Be(�,↵)3He and D(�, p)n processes:

�
abs,iv

�
photo,ic

' Ci

4⇡↵
⇥ m2

a

f2

d

, (5)

where i = 7Be,D and the coe�cients C7
Be

= 64

3

, C
D

=
59

9

reflect spin combinatorial factors. The photo-
absorption cross section by D is well-known, while for
7Be we use recent evaluations [26]. We conclude that
fd ⇠ TeV yields both lifetimes and absorption cross sec-
tions in the desired ballpark.

The remaining undetermined parameter is the abun-
dance na prior to decay. It is easy to see that obtaining
the correct abundance range would require some deple-
tion of a: despite its small width, a will get thermally
populated during the QCD epoch. We have examined
several ways of depleting its abundance, all of which
require additional particles in the light sector. Disre-
garding the issue of technical naturalness of small scalar
masses, one can imagine that a coupling to a nearly
massless scalar s, �

4

a2s2, mediates the depletion of a at
T ⇠ ma via aa ! ss. Given the annihilation cross sec-
tion �

ann

v = �2/(64⇡m2

a), the entire range of abundances
is covered for 10�5

⇠< � ⇠< 10�1. Alternatively, one can
achieve a similar depletion of a via co-annihilation with
another light species, or via the 3a ! 2a process as, e.g.,
in [27]. More details on viable cosmological models of
ALPs will be provided in [19].

Scenario B, with unstable particles decaying to mass-
less (or nearly massless) ALPs, Xp ! aa, is even easier
to implement. Consider a nearly massless ALP a, and its
progenitor Xp coupled to the SM via

LXXp = AXp(H
†H) +BXpa

2 + Laq, (6)

where H is the SM Higgs field. The required abundance
of a parent scalar Xp can be achieved via the “freeze-in”
mechanism (see, e.g., [13]) by dialing the mixing with the
SM Higgs, A ⇠ (10�9 � 10�5) GeV. The decay of Xp to
ALPs is controlled by the B parameter, and ⌧Xp ⇠ 103 s
is achieved with B ⇠ 10�11 MeV. The nuclear breakup
cross sections due to a massless axion can again be re-
lated to the photo-nuclear cross section [25]. Performing
calculations similar to (5), we find
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abs,i
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⇥ E2
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with D7
Be

= 128

9

, D
D

= 118

27

. In calculating the impact
on BBN in this scenario, we account for the redshifting
of Ea from mXp/2 to R1 and R2 thresholds.

Searching for hadronic ALPs at the intensity frontier.

Our proposal for the lithium reduction mechanism in-
volves light particles in the several MeV range, but with

104103102

103

102

⌧Xp (sec)

f
d
(
G
eV

)

mXp = 10MeV

Scenario B

.

LSND

nXp/nb = 3⇥ 104

D/H high

D/H low

FIG. 4. Lithium solution by ALPs that are injected from a
progenitor state Xp with mass mXp = 10MeV. The LSND
sensitivity-line is fixed, but all other contours can move ver-
tically by adjusting the Xp initial abundance nXp/nb.

rather small couplings. Such particles are being searched
for at intensity frontier experiments [20]. To better de-
fine the parameter space of interest, we take Scenario B,
and vary ⌧Xp , and fd, by fixing a fiducial value of nXp ,
the Xp abundance prior to decay. The results are shown
in Fig. 4. The “pile-up” from redshifted X results in sen-
sitivity to lifetimes before the end of the D-bottleneck,
⌧Xp < 100 s; with nXp ⇠ 104nb a depletion of lithium by
a factor of a few is possible with fd ⇠ TeV.
Next, we estimate the expected signal in beam

dump experiments such as LSND [28]. The ALP-
production in p-nucleus collisions is followed by the scat-
tering/absorption of a by nuclei of the target. We as-
sume that the number of produced ALPs scales with the
number of produced ⇡-mesons as Na ⇠ (f⇡/fd)2 ⇥ N⇡.
Concentrating on the photon production in the p(a, �)p
process, we estimate its cross section [25] as �ap ⇠
↵(Ea/fd)2m�2

p ⇠ (100 MeV/fa)2 ⇥ 10�29cm2, where
Ea ⇠ 200 MeV is a typical energy of produced mesons
and ALPs [29]. The estimated number of events

N
events

⇠ NaNp�ap

4⇡L2

⇠ 6⇥
✓
TeV

fd

◆
4

(8)

should be compared to the number of prompt energetic
events in the detector, O(10), which implies a sensitiv-
ity up to fd ⇠ 1 TeV. Here, L = 30 m, N⇡ ⇠ 1023 and
Np = 6.7⇥1030 is the number of target protons inside the
fiducial volume. One can see, Fig. 4, that—depending on
the assumed abundance of the progenitorXp—LSND can
probe large fractions of relevant parameter space; further
significant improvements can be achieved by deploying
beam dump experiments next to large underground neu-
trino detectors [30].
Conclusions. We have shown that particle physics so-

lutions of the cosmological lithium problem are far from
being exhausted. Light, very weakly interacting particles

• in V. Poulin, PDS, Phys. Rev. D  91, 10, 103007 (2015), we pointed out possible need for photo 
disintegration data in the ~100 MeV range, to compute realistic BBN bounds on cascades 
in the early universe.

• In  A. Goudelis, M. Pospelov, J. Pradler, Phys. Rev. Lett. 116, 21, 211303 (2016) 
simple recipe to compute relevant “exotic” nuclear reactions, such as:

    How well does this approximation work?

spin factors


